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HAPPY NEW YEAR’S 2009 !
If you haven’t heard of Sipadan before, do yourself a favor
and look it up on the internet. It is a small diving island off
the East coast of Borneo. Plan a vacation! Be ready for a
long plane ride! But the diving is exquisite!
Once again, I have successfully followed through with my resolution that I
made years ago: wake up in a new country every New Years. This year found
me in Malaysia on the island of Borneo. Yes, I visited Borneo last year, but I
wasn’t there for New Years. The beach message (left) was
written on the sands of Sipadan, a smaller dive
island off the east coast of the larger island of
Borneo.
You will notice this issue of St.Sometimes is
packed with underwater pictures. Even the
title picture with the shark is from this trip.
Every picture in this issue is one of over 2,000
pictures taken by one of four cameras in my group of
divers. Ed, Kris, Steve, and I indulged in spectacular dives with cameras. All in
all, this trip was the best dive vacation so far. I will have to try very hard to have
better or equally wet vacations in the future. Bring it on!
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Ok at 130 ft Underwater!
My left hand is giving the
divers OK signal. My right
hand is sporting Dad’s
garage door opener. We
were looking for
hammerhead sharks
between 30 and 40 meters
down. That’s where they
like to hang out. No, I
didn’t see any. Kris, Steve,
and Ed found them on
another dive without me.
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SC UBA J U N KI E
Mollusk Man?
Although he is experienced with
Australian crabs, Edd is much more
interested in different
forms of mollusks. His
familiarity with undersea
life, especially the macrolife (small stuff) is a major
contribution to Scuba
Junkies. Not only that,
but my dive group mainly all three of us instructors appreciated how Edd led our dives. While
average dives at Scuba Junkies are 60min
(1st dive), 60min (2nd) and 45min (3rd), we
were usually first in and last out for dives
averaging 70 minutes.

Edd’s Top 5 Creatures to See
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

nudie branches
more nudie branches
flamboyant cuttlefish
more nudie branches
anything in the new dive sites along
the Semporna Straights

I wish the best for Edd and his quest to
photograph the forward profile
of every nudie branch
in Borneo. Perhaps a
book will be coming
out at some time in
the future to fund
his research.

Dive Logs?
If you don’t
log your dives, you
will forget. No kidding, there is
SO MUCH to see. It was hard to keep
track!

Scuba Junkie it IS!
SJ is, hands down, the best choice for diving in Semporna. A lot of
people go for the resorts and even a live-a-board. But if you are on a
budget and just want to sleep cheap/dive often, then Scuba Junkie it IS!
SJ is a dive outfit that caters to budget travelers and divers. With four
speed boats, five instructors, three DMs, and a handful of DMTs, they
offer a wide range of dive sites locally and a daily boat to Sipadan.
Book ahead! Only a certain few divers can go to Sipadan each day
because the Malay government took over Sipadan and kicked out all the
dive resorts.
SJ made sure my dive group got to most of the big six dive islands.
Mataking (the site of Survivor), Mabul, Mantabuan, Sibuan, Bohayan,
and Sipadan. When we finished those, Edd proposed finding new sites
along the straights. We started with TempeTempe and named two new
sites: In Focus and The Hairy Belefante. Hopefully the names will stick!
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SC UBA D I V I N G
Arrive alone, Leave with Friends
I was sitting at the SJ bar the night I arrived. This long
haired dude sits down next to me and somehow we got onto the
subject of Steve Martin. As it turned out, Steve and his wife
Kris ended up on the same boat the next morning. All three of
us turned out to be PADI instructors! And the laughing started.

Traveling the World, Laughing and Diving
Now I may have the story twisted, but Steve and Kris are
high school sweethearts. Before they got married, Steve wrote
Kris a note saying something to the effect of “stick with me and
some day I will take you around the world”.
They recently sold their house and whatever couldn’t fit
into two backpacks, bought plane tickets to different
destinations, and put their regs/BCDs into carry-ons. They
packed a Macbook, two UW cameras, and the rest of their stuff
to travel around. Hopefully they will find a glorious dive spot to
work as instructors. (Naturally, such a dive shop would have to
allow Steve Martin quotes on a daily basis.)
We must have taken 6,000 photos over the 10 days of
diving. Except for Steve, our small group dove well within nodecompression times. (Steve wanted to know if his camera
would make it below 41m.) This was undoubtably the best
diving I have done because all three of us dive the same: slow,
safe, with cameras, and constantly laughing. At one point, all
three of us were trying to capture a picture of a juvenile
midnight snapper (small, fast, and wriggly). I spit out my reg I
was laughing so hard! That damn fish just didn’t want its
picture taken!

Comedy is NOT pretty!
There were only a few problems with our dive group. 1-Kris
would signal for “half-tank” during our safety stop - even if we
had been down for 70 minutes. Steve and I can never match that!

2- Steve takes blurry pictures because Kris didn’t show him how
to adjust his camera settings. I just thought Steve was
preparing a new specialty for PADI- Blurry
Underwater Digital Photography
Specialty.

3- My camera is only a 5 megapixel, while
Steve has 7 and Kris has a whopping 12!
Now I have underwater camera envy. Did I
mention, every picture in this issue is our work!

Sea Ventures - the big “FINGER”

Sea Ventures - A retired oil rig - is
a fantastic dive spot. Look on the
internet for information. They have
dive packages for living on the rig
with unlimited dives under the rig
and daily boat dives to Sipadan.

According to the DMs, a wealthy foreigner made an offer on the most beautiful
Mabul island resorts. When a rival offer was made and won the resort, he went out and
bought a retired oil rig. Then he floated it over to Mabul and anchored it directly offshore
from the beautiful resort to provide a perfect view to the resort clients. Hah! He painted
the rig a beautiful array of bright colors as a final “middle finger” gesture to the resort
owner that outbid him.
We gladly dove Sea Ventures several times. The dive
site below the rig is a testament to nature returning. Amidst
all of the human-made trash heaps are shoals of barracuda,
scorpion fish, eels, and enough macro life to keep three
cameras busy for a couple of hours. Steve even found a pair
of shorts still on a plastic clothes hanger. (I accidentally split
my Thai fishing pants right before the dive.)
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HAPP Y N E W Y E A R
The Art of Macro
UW Photography
Macro life, the small
stuff, presents some new
challenges in under
water photography. It’s
not easy. The hairy
orangutan crab to the
left (see the orange
thing?) is the size of
your fingernail. He just wouldn’t come out
for a decent picture.
To take shots of the small stuff, you
have to acquire excellent buoyancy, and
get close to your subject. A flash is
necessary if you want to capture the true
colors of the subject because water filters
out and bends light. We took a lot of the
macro pictures on the four night dives.

Four Favorite Sightings
•
•
•
•

Mandarin Mantis Shrimp (below)
Flamboyant cuttle fish (page 5 top)
Hairy Orangutan Crab (above)
Shaggy Frog Fish (right)

The Mandarin Mantis Shrimp (above)
can take off a finger. Their mantis-like
jointed front claws can puncture prey
at the speed equal to a .22 caliber
bullet. So be careful! You might not
be able to point them out anymore.

NIGHT DIVES - Human Dumpsite and Macro Safari
The hermit crab (above) and the shaggy frog fish (below) were both
photographed on one of our night dives in the Semporna Straights.
Each of the four night dives were exciting. Mostly because bull sharks
and salt water crocodiles are attracted to the fish farms. Edd explained,
during the dive briefing, that if he suddenly made an uncontrolled
ascent from the 7 meter maximum depth, it meant he spotted a salt
water croc! The night dive sites were truly dumpsites. The locals that live
along the straights have fish farms. That added another danger aspectoverhead environments. Trash on the bottom
and large fishing nets up above. The lighting
would go from black to almost daytime as we
wormed our way between fish farms. The locals
set up large florescent lights over their farm
nets. That was spooky at first! But not as spooky
as the chance that your flashlight beam might
wake up a sleeping salt water croc! Wow.
Enough said. I would do it again in a heart
beat. I love the night dive!
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Wonders of the sea, caught on camera!
According to the DMs at Scuba Junkies, there are
actually some divers that complain about NOT
seeing enough fish on their dives. Even with the
worst viz... even diving in an eco-nightmare of
human refuse... the diving with Scuba Junkies was

DECORATOR
CRABS

LEAF SCORPION
FISH

The white leaf frog fish
below was not an easy
find. My guess would be
that Edd found it and
Kris took the picture.
these venomous

creatures just sit still and
blend into the corals like
a leafy coral in the
movement of the ocean.
They are truly difficult to
spot unless you are
cruising at a slow fin
speed.

a vacation full of undersea life. You may be like me
and NOT see the hammerheads. You may be like
me and NOT see the large school of barracudas at
Sipadan. But, TRY to be like Edd, Kris, Steve, and
Me... look for the Small stuff (macro).

TURTLES

I have never seen so
many turtles on dives!
The close-up photo
below is a testament to
how docile they are
around divers. The most
I have seen at one time
was five. The best was on
a vertical ascent turtle
from below 40 meters.

Have you ever seen a
crab with junk stuck to
its outer shell? These
fantastic creatures blend
in to their surroundings,

camouflage themselves,
by actually sticking
debris to their body. It is
easier to see them when
they are moving at night.
These were perhaps the
most amazing new night
animals I had the
privilege to see.

SHARKS!!
White-tip reef sharks
are prowling along the
upper reefs and reef
walls of many Borneo
dive sites. There are
hammerheads below 35
meters along Sipadan.
There are bull sharks in
the Semporna Straights.
Kris caught a great shot
(below) of two white
tipped reefers in
Sipadan. Wow!

SA ILI N G

package. The SJ bar opened at 7am daily
for the divers to get food. That wasn’t early
Among all of the lush islands,
enough for me. I would take a book, or my
bountiful coral reefs, and turquoise waters,
laptop, over to a local diner a few blocks
all is not well. There is always a theme of
closer to the fish market. I only had coffee
human destruction in the silver lining! Just
with milk, but the family owners were so
imagine finding one of the beautiful
Sleepy People Everywhere
friendly to me. Almost as friendly as they
nuddie branches (like the one above) and
I was happy to see that Scuba Junkies
were to the police. It was like clockwork.
pointing it out to your dive buddy. Just as
employs a ton of local people. It’s hard to
They spoke little English and I spoke no
you say to yourself “how beautiful”, there
miss them. In the morning, there are
Malay. But, every morning, I sat down and
is a thunderous noise similar to an
people sleeping everywhere. I wake up very there would be a coffee with milk waiting
explosion of dynamite! But wait.... it IS
early - 5am. This place is on “island” time for me (and half the local police).
dynamite! There is still a lot of dynamite
so the divers wake around 6:30ish. So
fishing going on around Borneo, Indonesia, when I went outside to find a place open
The BEST Part of the Trip
and the Philippines.
for coffee, there were 6 or 7 local boys
Meeting up with Steve and Kris was
sleeping in the little internet room of the
the best part of the trip (besides the diving).
Trash and Poverty?
hotel lobby, another on the lobby couch,
We will probably cross paths at some time
Yes. And plenty of it. You don’t have
and 10 more asleep in the corner of the SJ in the future. Yes, probably diving. And
to look very far. Most of you that have
bar. Regular routine. Most of them work,
some day I will end up diving with the
traveled to different dive destinations
instructors and DMs of Scuba Junkies
KNOW the resorts hide it well. Anywhere in some form, for Scuba Junkies and they
just need a place to crash.
again. So let me end by thanking the
you go, poverty of the indigenous people is
Scuba Junkies Staff ! Everyone there was
not far away.
Morning Routine
fantastic. I know I can speak for Steve and
My experience in Semporna was an
I love waking before everyone else. But Kris when I say: We really enjoyed the
excellent one. The poverty is nowhere near only if there is a place to get some coffee.
professionalism and safe diving with Scuba
that of Cambodia. They have the same
Breakfast was taken care of by the SJ
Junkies! Greg Lemoine - 2009
little shops, but better grocery stores. Their

Life in Malaysian Borneo

currency is 3.5 ringit for a dollar as
opposed to 4,000 riel for a dollar. The fish
markets are a lot cleaner than Vietnam or
Cambodia. But people still earn very little
outside of the main cities.

Holiday Wishes
I hope that all of my family and friends fare well in the New Year. Soon, I am headed to a job fair in Iowa for the 23rd Annual Overseas
Placement Fair. My contract is up in Cambodia at the end of the 2008-2009 school year. That means a new school, culture, language,
and country. If my plan falls into place, there will be a job for me at a great school in South America somewhere.
No matter where you are, or whom you are with. Know that I am safe and enjoying life. Stay with me at http://itre.us/st.somewhere
to read future or archived issues of St.Somewhere.
TAKE ONLY PICTURES AND LEAVE ONLY BUBBLES. --------------and Happy New Year 2009.

